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POWER OF ATTORNEY

(for an international application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty)

(PCT Rule 90.4)

Form PCT/Model of power of attorney (for a given international application) (January 2009)

The undersigned applicant(s) (Names should be indicated as they appear in the Request Form (PCT/RO/101)):

hereby appoints (appoint) the following person as: agent common representative

Name and address
(Family name followed by given name;  for a legal entity, full official designation.  The address must include postal code and name of country.)

to represent the undersigned before all the competent International Authorities

the International Searching Authority only

the Authority specified for supplementary search only: ______________________
(please indicate the Authority(ies) specified for supplementary search)

the International Preliminary Examining Authority only

in connection with the international application identified below:

Title of the invention:

Applicant’s or agent’s file reference:

International application number (if already available):

filed with the following Office ______________________________________________________________ as receiving Office
and to make or receive payments on behalf of the undersigned.

Signature of the applicant(s) (where there are several applicants, each of them must sign;  next to each signature, indicate the name
of the person signing and the capacity in which the person signs, if such capacity is not obvious from
reading the request or this power):

Date: _________________________________________________

saraf
Typewriter
BOGGIO Luigi - PLEBANI Rinaldo - BONGIOVANNI Simone - FRANZOLIN Luigi - CERBARO Elena -
D'ANGELO Fabio - BERGADANO Mirko - FIUSSELLO Francesco - DI SCIUVA Michele - LOVINO Paolo - 
NANNUCCI Lorenzo - ECCETTO Mauro - CERNUZZI Daniele - BERNOTTI Andrea - MACCAGNAN Matteo - 
MANGINI Simone - MANCONI Stefano - BELLEMO Matteo - BOSMAN Cesare, GIANNINI Manuela - 
ZAMPROGNO Bruno - ANDREOTTI Erika - CASCIANO Lidia - SPALLA Pietro - BOSIA Alessandra - 
BERTOLOTTO Simone - MUSCONI Roberta - CATALDI Giulia -  FIUME Orazio - MARTINI Gabriele - 
SORDINI Lorenzo - SEEGER Heiko
c/o STUDIO TORTA S.p.A. - Via Viotti, 9, 10121 TORINO, Italy
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